Cdc42/N-WASP signaling links actin dynamics to pancreatic β cell delamination and differentiation
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ABSTRACT
Delamination plays a pivotal role during normal development and cancer. Previous work has demonstrated that delamination and epithelial cell movement within the plane of an epithelium are associated with a change in cellular phenotype. However, how this positional change is linked to differentiation remains unknown. Using the developing mouse pancreas as a model system, we show that β cell delamination and differentiation are two independent events, which are controlled by Cdc42/N-WASP signaling. Specifically, we show that expression of constitutively active Cdc42 in β cells inhibits β cell delamination and differentiation. These processes are normally associated with junctional actin and cell-cell junction disassembly and the expression of fate-determining transcription factors, such as Isl1 and MafA. Mechanistically, we demonstrate that genetic ablation of N-WASP in β cells expressing constitutively active Cdc42 partially restores both delamination and β cell differentiation. These findings elucidate how junctional actin dynamics via Cdc42/N-WASP signaling cell-autonomously control not only epithelial delamination but also cell differentiation during mammalian organogenesis.
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INTRODUCTION
Delamination of individual epithelial cells from an epithelium can be the result of various morphogenetic processes such as epithelial-to-mesenchyme transition (EMT) or asymmetric cell division (Theveneau and Mayor, 2012; Wodarz and Huttner, 2003). Alternatively, delamination can be due to a cell-crowding event, in which groups of cells lose their apical surface and consequently get squeezed out of the epithelium (Marinari et al., 2012). Common to these morphogenetic processes is the requirement of active cytoskeletal rearrangements leading to dynamic changes in cell polarity, cell-cell adhesion and cell-extracellular matrix adhesion. Numerous studies have demonstrated that the Rho GTPase Cdc42 controls actin dynamics by regulating actin polymerization stability via its downstream target neuronal Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein (N-WASP; Wasl – Mouse Genome Informatics) in vitro (Kovacs et al., 2011; Rajput et al., 1999). In Drosophila, Cdc42 coordinates epithelial cell rearrangement during neuroblast and notum development by stabilizing and remodeling adherens junctions (Georgiou et al., 2008; Harris and Tepass, 2008). How relevant Cdc42 and its target, N-WASP, are in regulating actin dynamics during epithelial cell delamination and organogenesis in mammals has not been elucidated.

Exiting of epithelial cells from an epithelium is a reiterated theme during the construction of many organs, including the pancreas. The pancreas is a glandular organ comprising both exocrine (duct and acinar cells) and endocrine (islets of Langerhans) compartments. During pancreas development, multipotent progenitor cells undergo dynamic changes in cell polarity resulting in tubulogenesis while simultaneously giving rise to both exocrine and endocrine lineages (Pan and Wright, 2011; Kesavan et al., 2009; Villasenor et al., 2010). All endocrine cells originate from neurogenin3 (Ngn3; Neurog3 – Mouse Genome Informatics)-expressing endocrine progenitors (Gradwohl et al., 2000; Gu et al., 2002). Insulin-producing β cells (Ins+), which emerge at embryonic day (E) 13 in the mouse, exit from the pancreatic epithelium (delamination), migrate into the surrounding mesenchyme and cluster with other endocrine cells thereby forming the islets of Langerhans (Pan and Wright, 2011; Seymour and Sander, 2011; Picket et al., 1972). Previous work has demonstrated that suppression of E-cadherin (Ecad; cadherin 1 – Mouse Genome Informatics) expression in Ngn3+ cells induces basal movement within the epithelium by a process reminiscent of EMT (Gouzi et al., 2011). Furthermore, Groucho related gene 3 (Grg3; Tcl3 – Mouse Genome Informatics) has been shown to act downstream of Ngn3 in suppressing Ecad expression in endocrine cells (Metzger et al., 2012). Thus, remaining questions include the identification of the signaling pathway that controls β cell delamination and its mode of action. Based on the wealth of information on the role of Cdc42/N-WASP in actin dynamics (Kovacs et al., 2011; Rohatgi et al., 1999), apical polarity (Joberty et al., 2000; Kesavan et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2000) and that apical polarity is necessary for retaining multipotent pancreatic progenitor cells within the epithelium (Kesavan et al., 2009), we hypothesized that Cdc42 inactivation drives β cell delamination.

Here, we show that preventing the hypothesized physiological inactivation of Cdc42 by expressing constitutively active (ca) Cdc42 in β cells impairs delamination of newly born β cells. Expression of caCdc42 also led to failure to disassemble junctional actin and cell-cell adhesion with diminished β cell movement. Unexpectedly, we also discovered that expression of caCdc42 cell-autonomously compromises β cell differentiation and function, resulting in hyperglycemia. The effect on β cell differentiation/function is independent of delamination as both the intra- and extra-epithelial β
cells are impaired. Finally, we demonstrate that β cell-specific ablation of N-WASP in the caCdc42 mice rescues both delamination and β cell differentiation and function, underpinning the role of N-WASP and junctional actin in these processes in vivo.

RESULTS

Newborn β cells delamate from the pancreatic epithelium to form islets

During the secondary transition stage (E13.5-15.5), the pancreatic epithelium is maturing into a naive multilayered epithelium consisting of apically polarized epithelial cells facing the lumen and epithelial cells lacking apical polarity beneath this luminal layer (Gouzi et al., 2011). We confirm that Ngn3+ cells, which originate from multipotent progenitors within the epithelium, exhibit both polarized and unpolarized phenotypes (Gouzi et al., 2011) (Fig. 1B). Consistent with previous work (Gouzi et al., 2011), no Ngn3+ cells were found outside of the epithelium (data not shown). Thus, based on the distribution of apical (Muc1) and junctional (Ecad, ZO-1, F-actin) markers, Ngn3+ cells displayed epithelial characteristics similar to the neighboring ‘trunk cells’ of the pancreatic epithelium (Fig. 1A-C). By contrast, Ins+ cells are unpolarized and show reduced expression of junctional markers (Ecad, ZO-1, F-actin) (Fig. 4A; supplementary material Fig. S2A). Furthermore, the majority of the Ins+ cells are found in clusters outside the epithelium (Fig. 1D), which later mature into islets (Fig. 1E). These observations led us to hypothesize that delamination of newly born β cells is driven by loss of apical polarity and disassembly of cell-cell junctions. As delamination and β cell differentiation and maturation occur simultaneously, we also explored whether these processes are interlinked.

Expression of caCdc42 impairs delamination of newly formed β cells

Previous work has demonstrated that Cdc42 is required for cell polarity both in vitro and in vivo (Joberty et al., 2000; Kesavan et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2000). We recently used a tamoxifen (TM)-inducible model (Pdx1CreER; R26RlacZ) to ablate Cdc42 in a mosaic manner within the pancreatic epithelium without perturbing the overall epithelial architecture to demonstrate that Cdc42 is required for maintaining apical polarity in pancreatic epithelial cells (Kesavan et al., 2009). Cdc42 removal also triggered delamination (Kesavan et al., 2009), suggesting that inactivation of factors crucial for apical polarity, such as Cdc42, might drive delamination. To provide experimental support for this idea, we quantified the frequency of delamination upon mosaic Cdc42 ablation and found that the majority of Cdc42−/− cells delaminate (71.33% in Cdc42−/−/βgal+ versus 42% in Cdc42−/−/βgal−; supplementary material Fig. S1A,B). To test the hypothesis that β cell delamination requires inactivation of Cdc42, we expressed caCdc42 in β cells by generating transgenic (TG) mice expressing c-Myc-tagged caCdc42 under the control of the rat insulin promoter (RIPcaCdc42; Fig. 2A). Two transgenic lines (TgA and TgB) were characterized and used throughout this study. In TgA, quantification of Ins+ cells co-expressing c-Myc showed that >90% of embryonic and adult β cells expressed the transgene (Fig. 2B), resulting in a threefold higher Cdc42 expression in caCdc42 compared with endogenous Cdc42 (Fig. 2C). By contrast, in the transgenic line TgB, caCdc42 was expressed in a mosaic manner (50-75%; Fig. 2B).

The consequence of expressing caCdc42 in newly born β cells was striking. Delamination of TgA β cells was significantly reduced compared with wild-type (WT) embryos as β cells were more frequently retained within the epithelium at a luminal position [in contrast with Mcu1 or luminal DBA (Rps19 – Mouse Genome Informatics)] (Fig. 2D,E). Specifically, the number of TgA Ins+ cells delaminating from the pancreatic duct epithelium was significantly lower than that in WT controls (Fig. 2D,E).

Fig. 1. Newborn β cells delaminate from the pancreatic duct epithelium to form islets. Sections from E15.5 or adult (8-week-old) wild-type (WT) pancreas immunostained with antibodies against neurogenin 3 (Ngn3; green) or insulin (Ins; green) along with musin 1 (Muc1; red), E-cadherin (Ecad; red), ZO-1 (red) and F-actin (blue). Images are maximum intensity projections of confocal sections acquired for the entire sample height. Asterisks indicate lumens. (A) At E15.5, Ngn3+ cells were exclusively found in close contact with the apical epithelial marker Muc1. (B) The majority of the Ngn3+ cells showed polarized distribution of apical surface F-actin and lateral Ecad, similar to neighboring ‘trunk cells’. A few Ngn3+ cells (arrow) were distributed beneath the luminal layer, lacking the apical polarity marker F-actin. (C) The polarized distribution of ZO-1 in Ngn3+ cells was comparable to the fully polarized neighboring ‘trunk cells’ (arrowhead). The dotted line marks the cell boundary. (D) At E15.5, the majority of Ins+ cells resided in clusters, not associated with Muc1. Only a fraction of Ins+ cells were in contact with Muc1. (E) In adults, the Ins+ clusters matured into islets, distinctly localized from the ductal pancreatic epithelium. Scale bars: 20 μm (A,D,E); 10 μm (B,C).

To visualize the consequence of caCdc42 expression during delamination in real time, we used time-lapse imaging of GFP-labeled β cells (mouse insulin promoter-driven GFP; MIP-GFP) (Hara et al., 2003). As c-Myc and Ins are co-expressed in all GFP+ cells, GFP expression can be used as a reliable indicator of Ins+ transgenic β cells...
Real-time imaging demonstrated that Wt intra-epithelial β cells typically moved within the plane of the epithelium, often towards an extra-epithelial β cell cluster, followed by delamination and migration/clustering with other extra-epithelial β cells. By contrast, movement of TgA intra-epithelial β cells was markedly reduced, as was their ability to exit from the epithelium (Fig. 3A,B; supplementary material Movies 1, 2). Four movies from each genotype were analyzed and in each movie the number of β cells followed in real time varied from three to 25. Quantifications of the fraction of β cells that exited the epithelium revealed a 75% reduction in TgA embryos (Fig. 3C). We next used the cytoplasmic localization of GFP in the β cells to assess changes in β cell shape during migration and delamination and found that the average circularity of TgA cells was higher than that of Wt cells (0.63 in TgA versus 0.54 in Wt) (Fig. 3D). Altogether, these data suggest that expression of caCdc42 reduces β cell migration, possibly via actin dynamics (as evidenced by cell shape changes), which leads to impaired delamination.

Next, we analyzed the dynamics of cell migration during the initial stages of β cell clustering. Whereas Wt extra-epithelial β cells showed dynamic cell rearrangements (aggregation and dissociation) during the clustering process, TgA extra-epithelial cells showed minimal cell movement and less efficient aggregation into β cell clusters (supplementary material Fig. S1D). These results demonstrate that caCdc42 impairs both β cell delamination, and subsequent migration and clustering of Ins+ cells outside the epithelium.

Impediment of cell-cell junction and cortical F-actin disassembly impairs β cell delamination in vivo

To understand how Cdc42 signaling may control β cell delamination, we analyzed the impact of caCdc42 expression on cell-cell junctions and actin rearrangement. At E15.5, TgA β cells showed an accumulation of cortical F-actin at cell-cell junctions independent of their position within the epithelium or in β cell clusters outside the epithelium (Fig. 4A). Quantification showed a
twofold increase in average fluorescence intensity of F-actin in TgA β cells compared with Wt (0.12 in TgA versus 0.05 in Wt) (Fig. 4B). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis confirmed the enrichment of F-actin bundles at cell-cell junctions in TgA β cells (supplementary material Fig. S3A). By contrast, expression and distribution of Ecad and ZO-1 were unaffected in TgA β cells at E15.5 (Fig. 4B; supplementary material Fig. S2A).

Consistent with the observations at E15.5, caCdc42 expression led to an accumulation of cortical F-actin at cell-cell junctions in adult β cells (Fig. 4C; supplementary material Fig. S3B). Next, we investigated whether caCdc42 cell-autonomously or non-cell-autonomously accumulates F-actin at cell-cell junctions. For this purpose, the mosaic TgB line was used, because it provides a direct comparison between the Wt and caCdc42 cells within the same islet. In contrast to non-transgenic β cells (c-Myc Ins'), increased levels of cortical F-actin and Ecad were evident in transgenic β cells (c-Myc'Ins') (Fig. 4D; supplementary material Fig. S2B).

Islets of Langerhans form by endocrine cell delamination, clustering and segregation from the ducts (Greiner et al., 2009). However, in both transgenic lines, expression of caCdc42 results in intermingling of β cell clusters with ducts (supplementary material S5A,B and Fig. S4C-E), suggesting defective segregation of islet clusters from ducts. In addition, δ and α cells are randomly distributed throughout adult islets instead of their normal peripheral distribution (supplementary material Fig. S5C). Altogether, these results show that caCdc42 prevents the disassembly of the cortical actin associated with the junctional apparatus between neighboring cells, implying that dismantling of the junctional actin network is a prerequisite for β cell delamination and islet formation.

Expression of caCdc42 leads to activation of N-WASP in β cells
To unravel the underlying mechanism of how caCdc42 expression prevents the disassembly of cortical actin, we examined if caCdc42 expression led to changes in the activity and/or subcellular localization of the downstream component N-WASP. N-WASP regulates actin polymerization and is known to mediate the dynamic changes in the actin cytoskeleton associated with cell migration and cell-cell junction formation in vitro (Kovacs et al., 2011). In the Wt pancreas, N-WASP is localized at the apical junctional domain of large duct epithelial cells, and at lower expression levels throughout the cytoplasm in β cells (Fig. 5A). Consistently, immunoblotting
analysis showed reduced expression of active N-WASP in endocrine cells compared with the pancreatic progenitor epithelium (Fig. 5B). By contrast, N-WASP expression/activity was significantly upregulated at cell-cell junctions in TgA β cells (Fig. 5A,B). Altogether, these results suggest that inactivation of Cdc42/N-WASP signaling is necessary for delamination of β cells in vivo.

**Constitutively active Cdc42 interferes with β cell differentiation**

To examine whether β cell delamination and differentiation are interlinked, we analyzed the differentiation status of TgA β cells (c-Myc+) facing the lumen (luminal), and TgA β cells positioned outside of the epithelium (extra-epithelial) at E15.5. Notably, in a significant fraction of c-Myc+ cells, insulin cannot be detected (referred to as c-Myc+Ins− cells). Furthermore, the fraction of c-Myc+Ins− was higher in cells facing the lumen compared with extra-epithelial cells (Fig. 6A,B). Consistently, the β cell area was significantly reduced in TgA compared with Wt embryos (Fig. 6C).

To examine if reduced insulin expression is caused by reduced expression of key β cell transcription factors, we next examined the expression of Pdx1, Nkx6.1, Isl1 and MafA at E15.5. Although expression of Pdx1 and Nkx6.1 remained unchanged, a fraction of TgA β cells show reduced expression of Isl1 compared with Wt β cells (supplementary material Fig. S4A,B; Fig. 6D). Similarly, MafA, which is only expressed in a subset of Wt Ins+ cells at this developmental stage (Artner et al., 2010), was reduced to undetectable levels in a significant number of TgA β cells (Fig. 6D; supplementary material Fig. S4B). These results were confirmed by quantitative PCR (Q-PCR) analysis, which demonstrated reduced mRNA levels of Ins2, Isl1 and MafA, but not MafB, in the E15.5 TgA pancreas (Fig. 6E). At postnatal day (P) 4, Ins2 and MafA mRNA remained downregulated, whereas Isl1 and MafB transcripts were comparable to Wt levels. As unchanged Isl1 mRNA levels at P4 could be due to contribution by Isl1-expressing non-β cells, we used immunofluorescence analysis to quantify Isl1 protein expression specifically in β cells. Indeed, Isl1 protein levels were
reduced in TgA β cells at P4 (Fig. 6F). The fact that c-Myc+Ins- cells are only observed during a short time-period (E15.5-16.5), suggests that these cells represent newly born β cells that rapidly turn off insulin expression leading to a 55% reduction in the number of β cells (Fig. 6C). As Isl1 and MafA are required for maturation of hormone-producing islet cells (Artner et al., 2010; Du et al., 2009), these results imply that expression of caCdc42 inhibits β cell differentiation/maturation by reducing the expression of Isl1 and MafA.

Next, we looked at the fate of the luminal TgA c-Myc+Ins- cells. C-Myc+Ins- cells do not turn on Sox9 expression (supplementary material Fig. S4C), suggesting that they do not trans-differentiate into duct cells.Cre-mediated irreversible labeling of Tg β cells with βGal (RIPCre; R26RlacZ) confirmed that Tg β cells do not trans-differentiate into duct cells or other mature cell types, including acinar and non-β endocrine cells (supplementary material Fig. S4C-E; data not shown). Furthermore, caCdc42 expression had no impact on apoptosis at E15.5 (data not shown).

**Constitutively active Cdc42 provokes β cell dysfunction and hyperglycemia**

Analysis of postnatal β cell function showed that the number of insulin-expressing β cells is reduced and that hyperglycemia appeared at P4 (Fig. 7A,B). An increase in fasting blood glucose levels in adults as well indicates that hyperglycemia is maintained throughout life (supplementary material Fig. S5E). As hyperglycemia cannot be explained only by a 62% reduction in β cell number, the functionality of TgA islets was analyzed. TgA islets secrete less insulin under low glucose (2.8 mM glucose) conditions compared with Wt islets and fail to increase insulin secretion upon glucose-stimulation (16.7 mM glucose) (supplementary material Fig. S5F). The impaired control of insulin secretion is most likely to be caused by the reduced expression of Isl1 and MafA (Fig. 7C; supplementary material Fig. S5D), which explains the reduced number of insulin granules (Fig. 7E) as these transcription factors regulate insulin transcription, and redistribution of the glucose transporter Glut2 (Slc2a2 – Mouse Genome Informatics) from the plasma membrane to the cytoplasm (Fig. 7D).

To discriminate between direct and indirect mechanisms, we analyzed the mosaic line TgB, which does not develop hyperglycemia. In comparison to TgA β cells, a similar reduction in Isl1 and MafA expression and redistribution of Glut2 to the cytoplasm in transgenic TgB β cells was observed (Fig. 7F). These results support a cell-autonomous role for Cdc42 in β cell differentiation and function.

**Ablation of N-WASP partially restores caCdc42-induced inhibition of β cell delamination and function**

Based on the observation that caCdc42 expression amplifies N-WASP expression and activity in TgA β cells (Fig. 5), we speculated that increased N-WASP activity may lead to perturbed β cell delamination and differentiation via increased actin polymerization. To test this idea, we investigated whether ablation of N-WASP in β cells expressing caCdc42 rescued β cell delamination and differentiation. For this purpose, TgA mice were inter-crossed with RIPCre:N-WASPfl/fl mice (N-WASP KO), referred to as TgA;N-WASP KO. N-WASP protein was efficiently removed from most β cells in N-WASP KO by P4 (supplementary material Fig. S6A). N-WASP removal resulted in slight changes in Isl1 expression (increase) and E-cadherin (decrease) (supplementary material Fig. S7A), whereas expression and distribution of F-actin, Ins, MafA and MafB remained unchanged (Fig. 8A,B; supplementary material Fig. S7B,C). However, when N-WASP is removed from TgA β cells in the ‘rescue’ model, TgA;N-WASP βKO, the expression and distribution of F-actin is normalized (Fig. 8A; supplementary material Fig. S6C). Next, we addressed whether delamination was
rescued in TgA;N-WASP βKO mice by quantifying the number of β cells facing the lumen. Indeed, fewer β cells face the lumen in TgA;N-WASP βKO compared with TgA mice, suggesting that removal of N-WASP in the TgA β cells ameliorates delamination (Fig. 8C; supplementary material Fig. S6B). Furthermore, to explore whether N-WASP mediates caCdc42-induced β cell dysfunction, we tested if N-WASP ablation restored expression of Glut2, Isl1 and MafA. Whereas ablation of N-WASP in β cells (N-WASP βKO) resulted in a slight increase in Isl1 expression (Fig. 8A,B,D), removal of N-WASP in TgA β cells (TgA;N-WASP βKO) partially normalized expression of Isl1, Glut2 and MafA (Fig. 8A,B,D). Consistent with these observations, blood glucose levels were also
partially normalized in TgA;N-WASP βKO mice (Fig. 8E). In summary, these results identify N-WASP as a key downstream effector of caCdc42 during β cell delamination and differentiation, and underpin the role of cortical F-actin dynamics in this process.

**DISCUSSION**

Based on our findings, we propose a model for β cell delamination in which activated Cdc42 (Cdc42-GTP), via N-WASP, retains multipotent progenitors within the epithelium by maintaining apical polarity and stable cortical F-actin and cell-cell junctions. Delamination of newly born β cells is initiated by the inactivation of Cdc42 (Cdc42-GDP) and the effector N-WASP, which results in loss of apical polarity, and disassembly of the cortical F-actin network and cell-cell junctions (supplementary material Fig. S7D). β cell differentiation and function also depend on Cdc42/N-WASP inactivation, but without being physically linked to the delamination process (Fig. 8F).

Previous studies have demonstrated that Cdc42 is involved in apical cell polarity and cell movement within the plane of a multi-layered neuro-epithelium, which in turn decides lineage commitment depending on the apical or basal position of the cell (Cappello et al., 2006; Harris and Tepass, 2008). However, the exact
Fig. 8. Ablation of N-WASP partially restores caCdc42-induced inhibition of β cell delamination and differentiation. (A) Sections of P4 Wt, N-WASP βKO, TgA and TgA:N-WASP βKO pancreata were immunostained with antibodies against F-actin (green) and Glut2 (red). Islets are marked with dotted circles and were identified using Ins staining (supplementary material Fig. S7D). Wt and N-WASP βKO Ins+ cells show similar expression levels/subcellular distributions of F-actin and Glut2. TgA Ins+ cells show increased F-actin and reduced Glut2. F-actin and Glut2 expression levels/distribution of Ins+ cells is partially restored in TgA:N-WASP βKO. (B) Sections from P4 Wt, N-WASP βKO, TgA and TgA:N-WASP βKO pancreata were immunostained with antibodies against MafA (green, upper panels), Isl1 (green, lower panels) and Ins (red). Isl1 expression is restored to Wt levels in TgA:N-WASP βKO Ins+ cells in comparison with TgA Ins+ cells, whereas MafA expression is partially restored. (C) Quantification of the Ins+ cell number facing the lumen (in contact with Muc1) in serial sections of P4 Wt, TgA, TgA; N-WASP β KO and N-WASP β KO pancreata. Only individual or doublet Ins+ cells were counted as the majority of the Ins+ cells had delaminated and clustered into islet-like structures. The data are expressed as the percentage of all single and doublet Ins+ cells (excluding Ins+ in clusters) that are in contact with Muc1: 54% Wt (n=4), 85% TgA (n=7), 67% TgA:N-WASP βKO (n=8) and 62% N-WASP βKO (n=3). Wt versus TgA, ***P=0.0001, TgA versus TgA;N-WASP βKO, **P=0.0014. (D) Mean fluorescence intensity quantification of the Isl1 and Ins double immunostaining shown in B. Isl1 expression in Ins+ cells was reduced in TgA compared with Wt and was restored in TgA:N-WASP βKO. n represents number of Ins+ cells (pooled): at least 500 Ins+ were counted for each genotype, ***P<0.0001. (E) Random blood glucose measurements at P4. The elevated blood glucose levels observed in TgA mice was partially restored in TgA:N-WASP βKO mice (Wt and TgA, n=15; N-WASP βKO, n=4; TgA:N-WASP βKO, n=5; Wt versus TgA, ***P=0.0001; TgA versus TgA:N-WASP βKO, **P=0.0150). (F) Schematic of how caCdc42 cell-autonomously affects β cell differentiation/maturation and function. Cdc42 regulates expression of key β cell transcription factors, including Isl1 and MafA, and their targets (e.g. insulin) and Glut2 via N-WASP. The images are maximum intensity projections covering 10 μm. Error bars represent s.e.m. Scale bars: 20 μm.
role of cell-autonomous and non-cell-autonomous factors in controlling lineage commitment has not been resolved. In this study, we show for the first time that Cdc42/N-WASP-mediated actin dynamics cell-autonomously control cell differentiation in vivo. Furthermore, the observation that β cell delamination is partly normalized by preventing N-WASP activation upon Cdc42 activation provides the first evidence that N-WASP is a major effector of Cdc42 during epithelial cell delamination in vivo.

We further demonstrate that the delamination process per se is uncoupled from cell differentiation in vivo as Isl1 and insulin expression are dramatically reduced in both intra- and extra-epithelial transgenic β cells at E15.5. Furthermore, mosaic expression of caCdc42 cell-autonomously increases the actin network at cell-cell contacts, and inhibits the expression of Isl1, MafA, Glut2 and insulin.

Based on the fact that reduced N-WASP activity correlates with a drop in the levels of junctional Ecad and F-actin during β cell birth, we speculate that the β cell-specific ablation of N-WASP removes an already reduced pool of active N-WASP, which limits significant additional impacts on F-actin, Ecad, Isl1 and MafA. The mechanism for how N-WASP controls junctional Ecad might involve direct binding of N-WASP to Ecad (Georgiou et al., 2008; Kovacs et al., 2011). Thus, the results from the β cell-specific ablation of N-WASP, although minor, together with the changes in N-WASP expression/activity during normal β cell development, suggest that N-WASP plays a physiological role in β cell birth.

The partial rescue of caCdc42-induced cortical actin and impaired β cell differentiation by ablatting N-WASP in β cells can be explained by several mechanisms. First, N-WASP is only one of several components downstream of Cdc42 (e.g. several PAK family members act downstream of Cdc42) (Etienne-Manneville, 2004); therefore, other Cdc42 targets might affect β cell delamination and differentiation. Second, technical aspects, including the efficiency of Cre-mediated ablation of N-WASP in β cells (timing and fraction of β cells), may also contribute to the partial rescue.

Expression of caCdc42 in β cells results in hyperglycemia, which is caused by reduction in β cell mass and by β cell dysfunction. Our data suggest that the latter is caused by reduced insulin expression as well as Glut2 mislocalization. The facts that Isl1 binds to the MafA promoter (Du et al., 2009) and that MafA binds to the insulin promoter (RIP) (Hanahan, 1985). A C-Myc tag fused to the N-terminal end of the Cdc42L61 was used to monitor transgene expression. Rabbit β-globin intron (βgi) and polyA (βgiA) were inserted along with the cDNA to increase expression of the transgene. Transgenic mice were generated at the Lund University transgenic core facility. Eight transgenic founder lines were identified by PCR and confirmed by Southern blot (data not shown). Two highly expressing transgenic lines were chosen for the experiments and transgene expression was confirmed by immunohistochemistry and immunoblotting. Mice were backcrossed against C57Bl/6J or DBA/2J backgrounds and wild-type littermates were used as controls.

Pdx1-cre ER-Tm-mediated Cdc42 depletion was carried out as previously described (Kesavan et al., 2009). TgA: N-WASP βKO mice were generated by crossing N-WASPβTie2 mice (Lommel et al., 2001) with RIPβcre mice (Herrera, 2000) to obtain β cell-specific N-WASP knockout (KO) mice, referred to here as N-WASP βKO. N-WASP βKO mice were crossed with RIPΔc.cdc42 to generate TgA; N-WASP βKO. Animals were maintained in an approved animal facility and all animal work was carried out in accordance with the local ethics committee for animal research.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Transgenic mice**

To express constitutively active Cdc42 in pancreatic β cells, the Cdc42L61 (Lamarche et al., 1996) cDNA was subcloned under the control of the rat insulin promoter (RIP) (Hanahan, 1985). A C-Myc tag fused to the N-terminal end of the Cdc42L61 was used to monitor transgene expression. Rabbit β-globin intron (βgi) and polyA (βgiA) were inserted along with the cDNA to increase expression of the transgene. Transgenic mice were generated at the Lund University transgenic core facility. Eight transgenic founder lines were identified by PCR and confirmed by Southern blot (data not shown). Two highly expressing transgenic lines were chosen for the experiments and transgene expression was confirmed by immunohistochemistry and immunoblotting. Mice were backcrossed against C57Bl/6J or DBA/2J backgrounds and wild-type littermates were used as controls.

**Blood glucose measurements**

Random blood glucose was measured using a hand-held glucometer (OneTouch Ultra; Lifescan). Blood was obtained from the tail vein (5-week-old mice) or collected after the pups were sacrificed. Fasting blood glucose was measured after the mice were starved overnight.

**Immunohistochemistry**

Tissues were fixed, sectioned and processed as previously described (Kesavan et al., 2009). Details of antibodies used are given in supplementary material Table S1. Stained sections were imaged in an AxioplanII fluorescent microscope or LSM510 or LSM780 laser scanning microscope and the images were analyzed using Axiovision LE software (Zeiss) or Imaris (Bit-plane).

**Quantification of mean fluorescence intensity**

F-actin, E-cadherin and ZO-1 mean fluorescence intensity quantifications of E15.5 Wt and TgA Ins- cells was performed using cellprofiler software (Carpenter et al., 2006). Sections were immunostained simultaneously under constant conditions (at least n=3 embryos/genotype). Ins- cells were identified and the primary object and F-actin, Ecad and ZO-1 intensities were quantified. The mean differences were tested for statistical significance using Student’s t-test. Similar analysis was carried out to measure the Isl1 intensity at P4.

**Quantification of cell shape changes over time**

Maximum intensity projections were compiled using z-stacks from real time images. ImageJ (analyze particles) was used to quantify differences in cell shape changes over time. The average circularity of all Ins- cells was calculated for all the time points and mean differences were tested for statistical significance using Student’s t-test.

**Morphometric analysis**

To quantify Ins- cells in areas by embryonic and adult pancreas, serial sections spanning the entire tissue were made and stained for insulin and E-cadherin. The cross-sectional areas from the acquired images were measured using Axiovision Software (Zeiss). To quantify apically localized insulin cells, E15.5 and P4 pancreas sections from Wt and caCdc42 embryos were stained for Muc1 and Ins, and the number of Ins- cells in direct contact with Muc1 was counted.

**Transmission electron microscopy**

Embryonic and adult pancreata were fixed and processed as previously described (Kesavan et al., 2009).
Explant cultures and real-time imaging
Real-time imaging of β cell delamination was performed using E11.5 dorsal pancreata from MIP^GFP (Hara et al., 2003) and Tgα/MIP^GFP mice and cultured on fibronectin-coated coverslips (Percival and Slack, 1999). The day of the harvest (E11.5) was marked as day 0. Starting from day 5, the explants were imaged for ~17 hours using a Zeiss Laser Scanning Microscope (LSM 780). The imaging was carried out in a humidified, heated chamber with CO2 using a 20× objective. Z-stacks of 1-2 μm thickness were acquired for the entire sample height of 35-50 μm. The images were analyzed and maximum intensity projections of all time points were exported in Quicktime format using Imaris software (Bit-plane).

Isolation of islets
Islets were isolated from transgenic and control mice using standard protocols as previously described (Greiner et al., 2009).

Glucose-mediated insulin secretion assay in vitro
Isolated islets (Wt: 150-280 islets per animal, n=4; TgA: 15-60 islets per animal, n=5) of comparable size and morphology were selected for the insulin secretion assay. Islets were cultured in RPMI 1640 media containing 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin and 11.1 mM glucose, and incubated overnight at 37°C. The media was exchanged with assay 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin and 11.1 mM glucose insulin secretion assay. Islets were cultured in RPMI 1640 media containing
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